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QUESTION 1

A message flow that uses an SAPRequest node is reporting an expired password error in the system log. Which
command does the solution developer need to issue to update the expired password? 

A. mqsicvp 

B. mqsisetdbparms 

C. mqsichangebroker 

D. mqsichangeproperties 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A global bank has developed a new application which must be activated in multiple countries at the same time. Due to
different time zones, it is found that the new application can only be deployed during business hours of each country
and should not process messages immediately. The application would be started at a later time by a system
administrator. Prior to deployment, how does the solution developer need to configure the application? 

A. configuring the Commit Count of the message flow to zero (0). 

B. configuring the Additional Instances of the message flow to zero (0). 

C. setting the Start Mode of the application in the Broker Archive (BAR) file to Manual mode. 

D. setting the Start Mode of the application in the Broker Archive (BAR) file to Automatic mode. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A message flow developer needs to create a message definition to model a COBOL document that starts with the
following definition. 

Using the MRM-TDS physical format, what type of message model should the solution developer create? 
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A. A single message definition that contains a tagged/fixed length choice. 

B. A single message definition that contains a tagged/fixed length sequence. 

C. Two message definitions, one tagged/delimited and one tagged/fixed length. 

D. Two message definitions, both tagged/fixed length. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Web service clients connect to a message flow that contains the SOAPInput node. The payload contains access
credentials within the SOAP Header as shown in the snippet below. 

Which external security provider can the solution developer use, to achieve this requirement? 

A. Tivoli Security Policy Manager 

B. Lightweight Third-Party Authentication 

C. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 

D. WebSphere DataPower XML Security Gateway 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A solution developer needs to use the recording data feature for auditing purpose. The expected message size is up to
10 MB and the target database is DB2. Aside from the default, what additional configuration (s), if any, does the solution
developer need to do? 

A. Use the supplied DB2 schema without changes. 

B. Update the DataCaptureStore configurable service to allow the extra size. 

C. Customize the supplied DB2 schema to increase the maximum message body size. 

D. Create a new database table to store the message body and configure the broker to use the new table. 

Correct Answer: C 
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